
Apples

Nebraska State Standard Connection: LA.1.V.1.d Determine the meanings of key words and phrases using 

provided reference materials and classroom resources. 

Classroom Discussion 
• Do farmers plant apple trees each year, or do the trees live for many years? Apple trees live for many years.

• What season do apple trees flower? Apple blossoms flower in the spring.

• When do farmers pick their apples? Farmers pick their apples in the fall. 

• What can farmers make with their apples? Apple cider, apple juice, apple sauce, apple bread, apple pie. 

Language Arts Activity
Materials 

• Apple Vocabulary Worksheet, 1 per student 

Using the apple activity worksheet, students will match the corresponding vocabulary words in the box to 

the picture it belongs to by writing the word in the word box.

Classroom Extension Activity-Apple Taste Test
Materials

• Apple ID Worksheet, 1 per student

• Apple

• Knife

Instructions

1. Take the apple and cut it vertically 

down the center at the stem using 

your knife so you have two halves. 

2. Ask students if they can identify any 

parts of the apple. 

3. Show students where the core, flesh, leaves, seeds, 

skin, and stem are. You can also point to the bottom of 

the apple and explain that is where the blossom used to 

be before it dried up and the apple began to grow. 

4. Students can then review the parts of the apple by completing the Apple ID Worksheet.
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Meet Jonathan, an apple farmer in Nebraska 

Dear Students,

Hi, I am Jonathan an apple farmer at Kimmel Orchard in 

Nebraska City. I would like to tell you about Richard and 

Laurine Kimmel - the people to first plant apples at our 

orchard - a place where apples come from!

Some plants must be planted each year. Fruit trees do 

not. They can live for more than 100 years. Richard Kimmel 

planted apple trees in 1925. The trees grow in an orchard. Apple 

trees grow from the small seeds inside of apples. The trees start 

growing apples a few years after they are planted. 

My favorite time of year is in the spring when the apple trees have many flowers. The 

flowers are what become the apples. The best time to pick apples is in the fall when the 

apples are ripe. 

Some apple orchards are a lot bigger than ours. They use tractors to harvest the apples and 

sell them at grocery stores. Our apples are picked by the people who visit the farm. 

People that visit our farm can also try the products we make from apples. We make apple 

cider, apple sauce, apple bread, and even apple pie! We also like to eat our apples whole. 

Richard and Laurine Kimmel believed in caring for the land and apple trees. Next time you 

want to enjoy a tasty apple, remember you could visit an apple orchard in Nebraska! 

 

Apple Farmers 

Apple Farmer 

Nebraska City, Nebraska

Apples
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Apples

Name: 

Directions:
Using the vocabulary box on the right, write the word in the blank 

that corresponds with each photo.

Apple

Juice

Sauce

Blossom

Pie 

Tree

Nebraska Agriculture in the Classroom activity.
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Name: 

The parts of an APPLE

Label each part of the apple diagram using the words below.

Leaves

Stem

Core

Skin

Flesh

Seeds

Apples

Nebraska Agriculture in the Classroom activity.
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